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Intl'oduction 

Given a set X and the lattice of all topologies on the set. We will investigate 

properties of the minimal T 0 topology and minimal T D topology on this set. In 

the paper [4J , M. P. Berri discussed minimal properties of Hausdorff spaces, 

Frechet spaces, completely regular spaces, normal spaces, and locally compact 

spaces. 

In general, the terminology of this paper will coincide with the teminology 

found in [4J. In the comparison of topologies, a topology Y will be weaker 

than a topology ‘r' if Y is a subfamily of ‘r'. In this paper, the notation 
Y denotes the family of all closed sets on X. 

DEFINITION 1. A topology Y on a set X is said to be weaker than a topology 

Y' on X , if, for each closed set F in CX, ‘r), F is also a closed set in 

CX, Y'). 

!ì 1. Characterizations of rninirnal T 0 space. 

1. 1. DEFINITION A topological space CX, Y) is said to be minimal T 0 space, 

if ‘r is To topology and there exists no T 0 topology on X strictly weaker than 

Y. 

1. 2. LEMMA Let CX, ιr) be T 0 space on an inli쩌te set X. 1/ there exist A 

and B in Y such that a=A, õ=B and AnB=çb, then CX, ‘r) is 1Z0t minzoηzal 

To space. 

PROOF Suppose ‘r is minimal T 0 topology, then there exists ‘r' which is 

proper subfamily of ‘r as the following: 

‘;J'""= {TIT=AUAα CbfAα) or T=Aß CbεAß)' Aa' Aβεr}. 

Now, we prove for ‘;J'"" to be a topology as the following: 
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where 
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U( β닐lAβ )ε.!T， bc( U Aα\U 
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UAβ 
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Hence, the finite union of closed sets in .!T is contained also in ‘T'. And 

( n (AUA,)) n ( n A R) doesn’ t contain b, so that itself is contained in ‘fη. 
af4 “ βf4 ~ 

Here ‘T' contains cþ and X clearly. 

Next, we prove fOr .!T' to be T 0 topology as the following. 

We consider the three cases i. e. (1) the case of 줬b， 행b， (2) the case of 였b， 

ÿ3b, and (3) the case of X3b, ÿ9b, for arbitrary elements x, y in (X, .!T'). 

Here, :x denotes the closure of x in ‘T , and :x' denotes the closure of x in .!T'. 

1. 3. LEMMA Let (X, .9• ) be a T 0 space on infinite set X. 1 f there exist A 

aηd B in (X, ‘T) sμch that a=A, õ=B and AnB=C, where Co!:얘， C올A aμd 

C녹B， then (X, ‘T) is not minimal T O space. 

PROOF Suppose ‘T' is minimal T o topology, then there exists .!T' which is 

proper subfamily of ‘T as the following: 

‘T"= {TIT=AUAa (bE-Aa) or T=Aβ (biAß) , Aα， Aßf.Y}. 

Therefore, as well as the method in proof of 1. 2 Lemma, we can see easily 

that ‘T' is a T o topology. 

1. 4. THEOREM Let .!T be a minimal T 0 topology on an 잉iinite set X: .!T 

={aα : αul}， then arbitrary tzνo elements Aa' Aß in ‘;r have the followiηg relations 

Aα 그Aβ or AαcAβ· 

PROOF. Suppose that above result does not happen from the assumption, then 

it arises following two cases, but the all cases come to have contradiction. 

Now, we consider the case of Aα nAß-= 띠. There exist a, b; afAa, bfAβ， and 

we have ã n õ = cþ. Hence (X. .!T)s not minimal T 0 space by 1. 2 Lemma. 

Next, we consider the case of Aa n Aβ =A, where A is different from cþ, Aa 

and Aß. There exist a and b; 

α nõ=\:cþ or llnÕ=cþ. 

where 

a fAα-A and b fAß-A. 
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Hence CX, ‘7) is not minimal T 0 space by 1. 3. Lemma or 1. 2. Lemma res 

pectively. 

1. 5. THEOREM A ηecessary and sufficient condition thαt a T 0 space (X, .5T) 

be minimal is thαt .5T satisfies the following properties (i), Cii). 

(i) Eνery tμJO closed sets in .5T = {Aα : αELI} have the relation AαcAß or 

Aα=DA5-

(ii) 1f we put Aa~X and Aα"'\ø， theη Aa is represented by Aa=lla or 

Aα二많β· 

PROOF At first we will show that the conditions (i) , (ii) are necessary. We put 

.5T'=.5T -{Aα : αE .1', L1'~L1}， 

and we show as following, that (X, .5T') is not T o space; 

Now we consider the case of Aα=αα(αε.1') in .5T. 

Le t α/α=Aβ in .5T', then AαζAβ. If Aβ=αß in .5T, then Aβ =ll'β. Hence α/a’ 

is equal to ll' ß in .5T', which is contrary. And if Aβ is not a point closure in 

5 •, then Aa노Aß and AaζAβ. Hence there is an element x such that xεA，3-Aa. 

Since l?a'=Aß' Aβ is the least closed set containing aα in Y". Since i'드Aβ， 

let i' =AÀ' then AÀ드Aβ· On the otherhand, since x그Aα， we have ao 

EAÀ' α， acAÀ and Aβ드A)，. Hence we have AÀ =Aβ and i'= α/α， which is contrary‘ 

And, we consider the case of Aα= n α꺼 in ‘7. _. ßf,j ,-

Here, we can see AαE .5T and Aa f .5T'. On the otherhand, since 현 떠7?， 

we have n δ꺼=Aα e r/. 
βfß r" --

Therefore ths case can’ t arise. 

Next, we show that the conditions (i), (ii) are sufficien t. 

Let Y be a minimal To topology which does not satisfies (i) or (ii). But by 

1. 4. theorem, we know that .5T satisfies (i). Hence, this assumption represents 

that there exists an element Aß of Y which doesn’ t satisfy (ii) only. We put . 

.5T'=.5T -Aβ 
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then clearly Y/ is a topology and (X, .':7'/) is T O space‘ 

It is con trary . 

1. 6. REMARK As following example, we know that (X, Y) is not minimal 

T O space, if Y is a family of non-linearly ordered sets. Now, let X be set {a, 

b, c} and Y be a cIosed family in X; φ， {야 ， {b, c} , {a , c}, X , then Y is 
a topology clearly. And point cIosures of each elements are different mutually, 
since l1 -={a, c}, D={b, c} , r={c}. Hence (X, Y) is TO space, but ‘:T is a 

family of non-linearly ordered sets. Here we put that Y/ is a family of cIosed 

sets excepting {a, c} in Y , then Y/ is also T 0 topology and Y/ is strictl:v 

weaker than Y. 
Finally (X, .3•) is not minimal T 0 space. 

1. 7. REMARK On 1. 5. theorem, the condition (i) only is not sufficient for T n 

space to be minimal. As an example, we put 

X= {[1, 2], 3, 4, 5, 6…}, 

and Y is a family of cIosed sets in X such that 

X , {[1, 2] , 3, 4, 5, …}, {[와， 2], 3, 4, 5, …}, 

{2, 3, 4, 5,"'}, {3, 4, 5,"'}, "', 
where ai is a real number such that 1 <aj <2. 

Then Y is a family of linearly ordered sets. Now (X, Y) is T 0 space cIearly, 

but we put that Y/ is a family of cIosed sets excepting {[1, 2] , 3, 4, 5,"'} in 

.9"""', then Y/ is also TO topology and Y/ is strictly weaker than Y. Finally, 

(X, Y) is not minimal T 0 space. 

~ 2. Characterizations of minimal T D space. 

2. 1. DEFINITION A topological space (X, ‘:T) is said to be minimal T D-space, 

if ‘:T is T D topology and there exists no T D topology on X strictly weaker than 

‘ :T. 
As the ground of this part, we begin with the following theorem in paper [1]. 

2.2. THEOREM Let Y be a topology in a set X. 

(1) If (X, .3η is a T 1 space, then (X, Y) is T D space. 

(2) [f (X, Y) z-s a T D space, then (X, ‘:T) is T o space. 
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2.3. THEOREM Let Y be a mz'씨nlal T D topology 01Z an infinite set X; Y = {Aα 

: αd}， theη aγbitrαry elements Aα， Aβ in Y have follozνing rel atz"ons 

Aα:=lAβ or Aαcι4β· 

We can easiIy see above theorem by following 2.4. Lemma and 2.5. Lcmma. 

2.4. LEMMA Let (X, Y) be T D space 012 an infinite s강 X. lf tlure exist A 

and B in (X, Y) sμch tlzat α=A， õ=B and AnB=Ø, then (X, Y) is 1lOt 

”짜ztry?2α1 T D space. 

2.5. LEMMA Let (X, Y) be a T D space on infinite set X. lf there exist A 

and B in (X, Y) sltch that α=A， õ=B and AnB=C, α'lzere C해， C느A alld 

C~B， then (X, ‘r) is not minimal T D space. 

We can see easily above Lemma 2. 4 and 2. 5 in the simiIar method with the 

proof of 1. 3 and 1. 4. 

2.6. THEOREM A necessary and sufficieηt condition that a T D space CX, Y) 

be m까z'mal is that Y sa#sfz'es following properties (i), (ii). 

(i) Eνery tμ10 closed sets in ‘r={Aα : αfA} has relation 

AαcAβ or Aα::::)Aß' 

(ii) lf we put Aa울 X and Aa~Ø， then Aa satisfies 

Aa=%, Aa=ga-aa % Aa=(￡d aα)n 없 (iZβ -aß))' 

PROOF At first we will show that the conditions (i), (ii) are necessary. We put 

Y'=Y-{Aβ : βFι， A'~A} ， 

and we show as folIowing, that (X, Y') is not T D space; 

Now we consider thc case of A ß= αβ (ßει) in Y. Let αβ， =A;( in Y' thcn 

AßcA;(. If A;( = α;( in Y then Aλ= iZ';( in Y'. 

Hence α/β is equal to iZ'λ in ‘r', which is contrary. Therefore, we can sce 

that (X, Y') is not T 0 space, i. c. , (X, ‘r') is not T D space. And if A? = α2 

-a l. in Y , then A;(휴Aβ and Aλ그Aβ. Hence thcre exists an element x such that 

xfA ;l. -Aß and x~aβ. Since we put x'==Aμ， then A'l드A;(. On the otherhand , aß 
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is an element of Aw Hence we have α/β드Aμ， 1. e. , AλCAw Therefore we may 

have Aì.=Aμ， i. e. Kβ =x'. We can see that CX, ‘ '!T') is not T 0 space, i. e. , 

CX, Y') js not T D space. 

And we consider the case Aβ=αβ -aβ(ßu1') in ‘'!T. From the first case, we 

can see tha t all aβ contain Y'. Since Y' is T D topology, all αβ -aß are the 

elements of Y'. Hence this case does not arise. 

Next we consider the case Aβ=cnlla)nCn (αr-ar)) (ßr:ι) in ‘r. Here 
‘ αELI r< LI 

「 ‘ αα does not fall away in Y' under the first case, and similarly for n (αr-ar) 
aELl rd 

under the second case. Therefore, Aβ must be an element of ‘'!T'. It is contrary. 

The proof of the sufficiency is the similar method in proof of 1. 5. Theorem. 
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